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C°°-INVARIANTS ON LOOP SPACES

WING-SUM CHEUNG

ABSTRACT. We compute all the C°°-invariants on the spaces of immersions

Cf°(S1,S) and Cf°(S1,'R3), where 5 is a surface of constant curvature, by

using Griffiths' formalism on the calculus of variations via exterior differential

systems.

Introduction. Let Af be a manifold and Cf°(S1, M) the space of immersions

from S1 into M. In this paper, using the techniques of moving frames [1, 2, 4]

and the calculus of variations via exterior differential systems [4], we compute all

the C°°-invariants (i.e. functionals which are invariant under C°°-deformations) on

Cj°(S1,M) for certain manifolds M. For the case M = R2, the famous classical

example is the winding number

w(i) = „— f Kdsi

and nothing else is known. Now by Whitney's theorem any two closed curves in R2

of the same winding number are homotopic to one another through immersions,

so it is almost transparent that there should not be any other nontrivial C°°-

invariants, and it will be shown to be true. For the case M = R3, intuitively by

the fact that all regular closed curves in R3 are homotopic to each other through

immersions, there should not be any nontrivial C°°-invariants on Cf°(S1,R3) and

again it will be shown that this is exactly the case. The analogous problem for

the case M — S = a general surface of constant curvature fc is most interesting.

On a general surface we do not have the notion of winding numbers as in R2,

and of course it is not true that all closed curves are homotopic to each other

through immersions as in R3. It turns out that if the constant curvature fc is not

zero, there is no nontrivial C°°-invariant on Cf°(S1, S), and if fc = 0, then f nds,

where k is the geodesic curvature, is the only invariant. Two variations, namely the

restrictions to k = 1 or t = 1 (notice that there are many such curves) of the case

M — R3 are also discussed. It turns out that in either case there is no nontrivial

C°°-invariant on the corresponding loop spaces.

Now if a functional $(7) on Cf°(S1,M) is a C°°-invariant, then the Euler-

Lagrange equations associated to $ are trivial. So the problem of determining

C7°°-invariants reduces to a problem in the calculus of variations determining those

functionals with trivial Euler-Lagrange equations. For this we shall adopt the

method of Griffiths [4]. Although we shall not make it explicit, these should reduce

to computing certain cohomology groups of the spectral sequence discussed in [3].
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The author would like to thank the referee for pointing out that Proposition

(II.1) below, which is proved directly using intrinsic terms, can also be proved

using the result of Anderson and Duchamp ( On the existence of global variational

principles, Amer. J. Math. 102 (1980), 781-868), which says that in the case of one

independent variable every Lagrangian with trivial Euler-Lagrange equations must

be linear in the highest derivative involved, although this would require treating

the Lagrangian <p in terms of local coordinates.

Throughout this paper, the summation convention will be adopted. If n is a

differential form on a manifold A and Y C X a submanifold, we shall write nY for

n\Y and »7 = 0 mod F for nY =0. If / is a differential ideal in fi*(A), then 77 = 0

mod I shall mean r¡ G I.

I. Preliminaries. Let A be a manifold. On X let / be a Pfaffian differential

system generated by the 1-forms {6a: 1 < a < m}, let w be a 1-form called the

independence condition, and let 0 be a Lagrangian 1-form. An integral manifold

N of (I, oj) is a connected submanifold of A satisfying 6n = 0 V0 G / and w/v ^

0. The totality of integral manifolds of (I, to) will be denoted by 1(1, u>). For

each N G 1(1, oj), we set $(iV) = fN <j>. Here we agree to consider only those

A's for which the integral exists (i.e. converges) and we thus may view $ as a

functional (perhaps not everywhere defined) on 1(1, w). We denote by (X;I,w;4>)

the variational problem associated to the functional $.

Let N G 1(1, w) and let {Nt} C 1(1, w) be a variation of N. In [4] it was found

that the condition for the expression

s/*llal JNt    1  \t=0

to be zero is

(1) vJd{d> + Xaea)=0   mod A

for all v G C°°(N, T(X)), where the AQ's are functions to be determined. Equations

(1) are then defined as the Euler-Lagrange equations for the variational problem

(A; I, w; 4>), and in the case that (A; /, w; <p) is a classical variational problem, equa-

tions (1) are just the classical Euler-Lagrange equations found in any text.

REMARK. Of course in order to make sense we should specify the boundary

conditions before we compute the Euler-Lagrange equations. But in our case the

integral manifolds we shall be concerned with are closed curves in a manifold M

and thus no boundary conditions are needed. For the correct boundary conditions

for the general case, one can refer to [4].

In general, to compute the Euler-Lagrange equations (1) it is sufficient to use a

set of vectors that spanTz(A) at every x G N. More importantly, we may use "1

less" vector, as shown in the following algebraic lemma whose proof is completely

trivial.

LEMMA ( 1.1 ). Let T be a vector space and ty G A2T*. Let vi,..., vs be vec-

tors that span an s-dimensional subspace V of T and w a vector not in V such

that {vi,w} form a basis of T'. Then if (vi-\Si!,w) = 0 Vi = l,...,s, we have

(»J*,«)) =0 VuGT.

REMARK. Given a manifold A, a Pfaffian system with independence condi-

tion (I,uj), and a Lagrangian 1-form </>, we may want to restrict the functional
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$(N) = fN 4> to the set of those integral manifolds of (I, w) satisfying certain sub-

sidiary conditions. For this we need to restrict (I,uS) and (p to the submanifold

Y C X defined by these subsidiary conditions (or constraints) and consider the

variational problem (Y;I\Y,u\Y;<p\Y) (cf. [3, 4]).

II. Main results. We first consider the case M = S, a surface of constant

curvature fc € R. Now it is well known that on such a surface there exists a transi-

tive Lie group G of isometries such that every curve 7 C S is uniquely determined

by the geodesic curvature k along 7 up to a left translation by an element in G.

Let 7 be a regular closed curve on S, k = k(s) the geodesic curvature of 7 ex-

pressed as a function of the arc length s. Thus functionals on Cf°(S1,S) are of

the form $(7) = § f ds, where / = f(n, k,...) (here the over-dots denote deriva-

tives with respect to s). Hence the problem of determining C°°-invariant func-

tionals on Cf°(S1,S) reduces to that of determining those functions of the form

/ = /(k, k,...) with the property that the Euler-Lagrange equations associated to

the functional $(7) (7 G Cf°(S1,S)) are trivial. For this we have

PROPOSITION (II. 1).   Let S be a surface of constant curvature fc.

(a) If k -fi 0, there is no nontrivial C°°-invariant on Cf°(S1,S).

(b) If k = 0, the only nontrivial C°°-invariants on Cf°(S1,S) are constant

multiples of the winding number w, i.e. f = an + dg/ds for some constant a G R

and some function g — g(n, k,...).

PROOF. By the discussions immediately before the proposition, it suffices to

show that for all n > 0, the only Lagrangian functions / = /(/c, k,..., k^) having

trivial Euler-Lagrange equations are exact (i.e. / = dg/ds for some function g) if

fc ̂  0 and f = aK + dg/ds if fc = 0. We shall use induction on n.

When n — 0, i.e. / = /(/c), let 7(S) be the orthonormal frame bundle on S.

It is well known that dim7(S) = 3 and there is a coframing {cj1 ,w2,oj2} of 7(S)

satisfying the structure equations [4, 5]

{du1 =s -oj2 Aw2,

dw2 = w1 A w2,

du;2 = -koj1 Aw2.

(For the case that S is a surface in R3, {w1,^;2} are dual to the tangential vectors

in the Darboux frame of S.) We set

A = 7(S) x R,    where R has coordinate k,

/={ö2=w2-!L=o, "="i=ds¿°> *=/(«v.

It is clear that there is a natural (once the orientation is fixed) one-to-one corre-

spondence between 7 C S and N G I(I,w) in A, and so the problem reduces to

determining those functions / = /(k) with the property that the Euler-Lagrange

equations associated to the variational problem (A; I, w; 4>) are trivial.

Following the prescription in §1 and using the structure equations (2) we compute

¥ = <£(<£ + Xa6a) (a = 1,2). Denoting by {d/du,d/d6a,d/dK} the dual frame of

the coframe {w,#Q,d/c} of A and contracting the vector fields d/dn and d/d0a

with $, we get the Euler-Lagrange equations (cf. Lemma (1.1))

(i) d/dn J * = (/'- X2)u = 0 modN,
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(ii) d/d62-J* = -dX2 - Aiw = 0 mod A,

(in) d/dô1 J * = -dXi - («/ - /c2A2 - fcA2)w = 0 mod A.

The independence condition wjv ^ 0 and (i) give A2 = f'(*■)■ Putting this and

(ii) into (iii) we get a 2nd order differential equation in k with leading coefficient

f"(n). Thus in order that the Euler-Lagrange equations be trivial, we must have

/(k) = aK + b,        a, b G R.

Putting these back into the Euler-Lagrange equations (i)-(iii) give

(a) if fc ̂  0, then a = b = 0, i.e. / = 0;

(b) if fc = 0, then 6 = 0, i.e. / = a/c, a G R.

Next, suppose that the proposition holds for n — 1. Similar to the case n = 0;

we set

A = 7(S) x Rn+1,    where Rn+1 has coordinates (k,k,...,km),

' & = dnV-V - K&u       (l<i<n),

0»+i = w2 = 0,

en+2 = u2-kuj = o,

uj = w1=ds^0,        <p = /(k,...,km)uj.

Again, following the prescription in §1 and using the structure equations (2) we

compute * = d(</>+ Xa6a) (a = 1,..., n + 2). Denoting by {d/du,d/dn,d/dtz^,

d/dOn+1,d/d8n+2} the dual frame of the coframe {w.dic.dieW,6>n+1,t?n+2}

(i = 1,..., n) of A and contracting the vector fields d/dn, d/dti^l\d/d6n+1, and

d/d6n+2 with W, we get the Euler-Lagrange equations (cf. Lemma (LI))

(i) d/cW") _l# = (/K(„) - A„)w = 0 mod A,

(ii) d/dK^ J * = (faU) - Xj)w - dXJ+i = 0 mod N (j = 1,..., n - 1),
(iii) d/drzJV = (fK - Xn+2)u -dXi=0 mod A,
(iv) d/d8n+2 J * = -dAn+2 - An+iw = 0 mod N,

(v) d/d9n+1 J* = -dAn+i-(/c/-rCrc«A¿-/c2An+2-fcA„+2)w = OmodA (i =

l,...,n).

Putting equations (i)-(iv) into (v) we get a (2n + 2)nd order differential equa-

tion in k with leading coefficient /K(n>K(n). Thus in order that the Euler-Lagrange

equations be trivial, we must have

f(K, k,..., km) = f°(K, k,..., /J"-1)) + K(n)/1(>, k,..., /c(n-1})

for some functions f°,fl. Let F = F(k, k,... , k^™-1)) be a function satisfying

F„<—« = f1. Then

^ = /v(")/1 + E/c(p+1)^)
ds

p=0

and so
n—2

<f fds= I f°ds+ <fdF- / ]T rc(p+1)FK(P) ds

-f
p=0

/°-E/c(p+1)^.
P=0

ds,
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where the integrand in the last integral is a function in (n,k,..., k'"-1)), and the

proof is complete by induction.    Q.E.D.

Next, consider the loop space Cf°(S1,R3) of regular closed curves in R3. Let

7 G Cf°(S1,R3), and let k = k(s) and r = t(s) be the curvature and torsion of

7 expressed as functions of the arc-length s. It is well known that 7 is uniquely

determined by k(s) and t(s) up to a rigid motion in R3 and thus functionals on

Cf°(S1,R3) are of the form $(7) = § f ds, where / = f(K,r,k,f,...) (again,

the over-dots stand for the derivatives with respect to s). Hence the problem of

determining C°°-invariant functionals on Cf°(S1,R3) reduces to that of determin-

ing those functions of the form / = /(/c, r, k, f,...) with the property that the

Euler-Lagrange equations associated to the functional $(7) (7 G Cf°(S1,R3)) are

trivial.

PROPOSITION (II.2). There is no nontrivial C°°-invariant on Cf°(S1,R3),

Cf°(S1,R3)\n = 1, or Cf°(S1,R3)\T = 1.

PROOF. We first consider the space Cf^S^R3). It suffices to show that for

all n > 0, the only Lagrangian functions / = /(«;,r,k,f,...) having trivial Euler-

Lagrange equations are exact. We shall use induction on n.

For n — 0, i.e. / = f(n,r), let 7(R3) be the orthonormal frame bundle of R3. It

is well known that dim/(R3) = 6 and there is a coframing {u;1,^2,^;3,^2, uj^oj3,}

satisfying the structure equations [4,5]

idwi=ujjAiJjlj,

(dujj = wt* Aw¿,

where 1 < i, j, k < 3; w* = — u¡l. Set

A = 7(R3) x R2,    where R2 has coordinates (k, t),

61 = w2 = 0,

e2 = u3 = 0,

6»3=w3=0, u = u1=ds¿0,    <p = f(n,T)u).

04=uj2-koj = 0,

6/5 = w3 _ TW _ 0,

It is clear that there is a natural (once the orientation is fixed) one-to-one corre-

spondence between curves 7 C R3 with k ^ 0 and N G 1(1, w) in A (of course,

the A's are just the Frenet liftings of the 7's), and that our problem reduces to

determining the condition for /(/c, t) so that (A; I, to; cp) has trivial Euler-Lagrange

equations.

Following the prescription in §1 and using the structure equations (3) we compute

* = d(cp + Xa6a) (a = 1,..., 5). Denoting by {d/du, d/d0a,d/dK, d/dr} the dual
frame of the coframe {oj,6a,dK, dr} of A and contracting the vector fields d/dic,

d/dr, and d/dda with 4', we get the Euler-Lagrange equations (cf. Lemma (1.1))

(i) d/dK J* = (fa - A4)w = 0 mod A,
(ii) d/dr J* = (fa - A5)w = 0 mod A,
(iii) d/d65 J Vf = -dX5 - A3/ÎW = 0 mod A,

(iv) d/d04 J VP = -dA4 - (Ax - A3r)u; = 0 mod A,
(v) d/dO3 J * = -dX3 - (X2 + A4r - X5k)oj = 0 mod N,

(vi) d/dO2 J * = -dA2 - Xituj = 0 mod N,

(vii) d/361 J * = -<¿Ai - (nf - X2t - A4/c2 - A5kt)u; = 0 mod N.
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Putting equations (i)-(v) into (vi) and (vii), we get

Í /KrK(3) + frTT(3) - (terms of order < 1),

1 (t/kt + Kfan)'ii + (rfar + KfKT)r = (terms of order < 1).

Thus in order that the Euler-Lagrange equations associated to (A; I, w; <p) be trivial,

we must have faK = faT = faT = 0, i.e.

f(n, t) — o/c + br + c,        a,b,cGR.

But then equations (i)-(vii) yield / = 0.

Next, suppose the proposition holds for n — 1. We set

A = J(R3) x R2n+2,    where R2n+2 has coordinates(k,t,k,t,..., /c<n\r<n)),

' 9{ = ck<i_1) - fcWw = 0, 1 < t < n,
6»"+¿ = dr^"1) - rWw = 0,        1 < i < n,
02"+! = o;2 = 0)

J = <( 02n+2

£)2n+3

02n+4
0,

: WÎ/x  — Kiû = 0,

6/2n+5 = «f - rw = 0,

w^u;1 = ds^0, </> = /(/c,T,K,f,...,/c(n),r(n)V-

By computing VV = d(0 + AQ0a) (a — 1,..., 2n + 5) and contracting all the vector

fields on A with *, we get the Euler-Lagrange equations (1). Using the same

technique as that in Proposition (II. 1), we can show that the triviality of the Euler-

Lagrange equations implies that

/«;(»)«(")  = /K(">r<">  = /t(")t(»)  — 0-

Hence we have

/ = /0 + K(")/1+r(")/2,

where f°, f1, and f2 are functions in (k, t, ..., k'™-1), r'™-1)). Let

F(k,t, .(n-l)   ,(n-l))1"v ')

be a function satisfying FK(»-u = / ; then

dF
±L = «O/i +r(«)f;(n_1) + ^(^+1)FK(P) +r^+1)Fr(P))
ds

p=0

and thus

í fds= I f°ds+ ¿dF+ ir(n>(/2 -FT(.-»> )ds

-   ff2(K(P+1)F^+TÍP+1)Fr^)ds
J  p=o

= i(g + T^n)h)ds,
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where g and h are functions in (k,t, ... , k^™-1),^71-1)). Therefore we may just

assume that / = g + r^h and by putting this / back into the Euler-Lagrange

equations and repeating the above process, we get /iK(n-i) = 0, i.e.

h = h(K, T,..., ¿n~2\ r>-2\ r^-1)).

Let H(k,t, ... ,/ç(n~2),T(n~2',r(n~1)) be a function satisfying HT(n-D — h; then

ww n_2

« = TWh+ ¿2{k<p+i)HkM +t^HtM)
as p=0

and so

n —2

I fds= ¿gds+ IdH- <£^2(k^p+1)Hk(p) +T^+1^HTM)ds

iiiCT,...,^"-1),^-1))^.
/'

Now by the induction hypothesis, we see that / is exact. This completes the proof

of the proposition for the space Cf°(S1, R3).

Now for the spaces Cf°(S1,R3)\K = 1 and C7fc(S'1,R3)|r = 1, we see that they

are just constrained problems posed in the manifold A = 7(R3) x R2n+2. Letting

Ai = {k = 1} C A, A2 = {r = 1} C A, 7¿ = /|A¿, fa = /|A¿, we proceed to
find the conditions for fi so that the Euler-Lagrange equations associated to the

problems (A¿; Ii,tj;<pi = foui) are trivial. Following exactly the same arguments as

that for A it is not hard to conclude that fa is exact for i — 1,2 and thus completes

the proof of the proposition.    Q.E.D.
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